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Our Mission
Develop, support and promote

the public procurement profession.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NIGP Board defined and adopted the Institute’s mission statement in the spring of 2006.  At its core, NIGP’s mission is to DEVELOP, SUPPORT and PROMOTE the public procurement profession.  It does so by providing “premier educational and research programs, professional support and advocacy initiatives that benefit members and constituents.”Successfully carrying forward programs reflecting these three mission components will help us achieve the Institute’s ultimate vision, which is…
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“...a world in which public procurement 
practitioners are highly regarded members 

of a respected professional order.”

Our Vision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NIGP’s complete Vision Statement reads, “NIGP is a vibrant international association creating a world in which public procurement practitioners are highly regarded members of a respected professional order.”In the truest sense of the word, profession, public procurement has not yet fully achieved this status.  Para-professional more accurately reflects the current developmental status of our practicing body.  Referencing Wikipedia’s definition of “profession,” a profession arises when any trade or occupation transforms itself through "the development of formal qualifications based upon education, apprenticeship, and examinations, the emergence of regulatory bodies with powers to admit and discipline members, and some degree of monopoly rights." In many ways we are well along the path of maturing to full professional status.  Through the UPPCC, there is a body that defines the minimum necessary educational requirements and practical experience required to adequately fulfill the responsibilities of a public procurement professional.  Further, the UPPCC serves as the examining body to ensure the minimum standards are achieved.What we lack as a profession is the codified requirement that to hold a position of public procurement responsibility one must be appropriately certified or licensed to practice.  Until a more clear distinction is made between a “certified professional” and a competent (we hope) practitioner, a gap in professional status will remain.  What will help us close the gap?  Educational requirements: university programs (in addition to ongoing professional �   development coursework currently available)  Standards of professional practice broadly recognized by practitioners and respected by the�   individuals who work with them  A readily identified authoritative body that guides public procurement professionals,�   recognizes professional status and has the authority to censure and revoke that status as�   necessary and appropriate. Though closing these gaps may require a generational or even multi-generational effort, through its mission-aligned programs and initiatives, the Institute is successfully closing these gaps.What are the NIGP programs and initiatives that move us toward professional status?  Let’s take a look…
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• Founded in 1944

• 2,800+ agency members; 15,000+ individuals 
receiving member benefits

• 72 chapter affiliates

• Largest professional association exclusively for 
public procurement

About NIGP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To begin, a brief overview of NIGP’s history and current stature.The Institute was founded in 1944 by then-New York City Mayor and President of the U.S. Conference of Mayors, Fiorello LaGuardia.  As Allied victory in World War II became more likely, the Conference of Mayors focused thought toward a post-War United States, how their cities would handle war surplus and personnel, and return its cities and citizens to a peace time economy.  From this need to manage supply acquisition and distribution grew the foundation of what become the National Institute of Governmental Purchasing.For many years after its founding, NIGP was a relatively small associative body of procurement leaders from large cities in the northeast and Great Lakes states.  However, as the Institute recognized the need to strengthen its self-sufficiency as well as the stature of ‘purchasing agents,’ by the 1970s the Institute was focused on the education and certification of its members and the practitioner community.Though the path to stability was not always easy, today NIGP can truthfully claim to be the largest professional association exclusively for public procurement.  The Institute has over 2,400 agency members that provide NIGP benefits to nearly 16,000 individuals.  With 76 chapter affiliates – 71 in the US and 5 in Canada – the Institute conducts approximately 300 educational events for 6,000 students annually!
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Area Ambassadors
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• Program began in 2015 with 9 areas assigned

• There are currently 19 volunteer ambassadors 
serving 72 chapters in the U.S. and Canada

• Area 9 Chapter Ambassadors include:

Craig Rader, Sacramento County CA 

Victoria Cortinas, City of Tucson AZ

• Area 9 includes New Mexico, Utah, Colorado, 
California and Arizona

NIGP Ambassadors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NIGP has shown commitment to chapters by appointing Ambassadors who will visit chapters throughout the year. This face-to-face meeting provides chapter members with an opportunity to hear the latest NIGP member benefits, educational opportunities, resources and tools as well as to ask questions of these individuals. Chapter leaders can share success stories, governance issues, etc. and all stores, thoughts, concerns will be communicated to the elected Member Council of NIGP. Two way communication between the Institute and its chapters at it's best.Chapter Ambassadors serve as official representatives of the NIGP Board, sharing information with chapters about new and ongoing Institute programs and initiatives. Further, Chapter Ambassadors extend the capacities of chapter leaders to express their challenges, opportunities and needs to the NIGP Board and Member Council.
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• Certification-aligned educational programs
– Face-to-face
– Online
– Webinars
– Annual NIGP Forum

• Co-founder of Universal Public Procurement 
Certification Council (UPPCC)

DEVELOPING the Profession

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Critical to the development of the profession is the development of the profession-al.  Supporting that need, the Institute offers high-quality educational programs in a variety of formats to support the many learning styles and schedules of our practitioner community.  Regardless of their specific format, all offerings emphasize an interactive learning approach and qualify for points toward professional certification and re-certification.NIGP’s face-to-face courses are offered throughout the year through NIGP’s 73-chapter network.  Courses take place over 1, 2 or 3 days.  Topics range from the introductory and foundational for those newer to public procurement or who want to strengthen existing knowledge they’ve learned on the job.  ��The courses you may hear referred to as NIGP’s “Foundation” classes are all three days in length.  These 6 courses are:Introduction to Public ProcurementContract AdministrationDevelopment and Managing Requests for ProposalsLegal Aspects of Public ProcurementSourcing in the Public SectorStrategic Procurement PlanningThe so-called “Advanced” classes are 2 days in length.  The 8 advanced classes are:Alternative Dispute ResolutionCapital AcquisitionsContracting for Construction ServicesContracting for Public Sector ServicesFundamentals of Leadership and ManagementLogistics and TransportationRisk Management in Public ContractingWarehousing and Inventory ControlAll 14 NIGP courses were co-developed by at least one academician and one practitioner to ensure synergy between the theoretical and the practical.  There are additional 2-day courses. Of particular note for those seeking certification, there are preparation classes for both the CPPO and CPPB certifications.  These courses review critical concepts association with each of the 10 knowledge domains upon which the certification exams are based.  These courses are NOT “exam review.”  Rather they help students identify the knowledge domains they may find it most beneficial to focus on during their personal review and preparation process.More courses offered by NIGP:Adding Value to the Procurement ProcessAdvancing Your Negotiation SkillsBest Practices in Developing Public Construction Bid DocumentsContracting With Federal Funds/Grants (Intermediate and Advanced)Customer Service: The Key to Success in Public ProcurementDebriefing Suppliers and Avoiding ProtestsEffective Management of Construction ContractsEthics: A Survival Kit for Public ProcurementGet What You Need through Successful Negotiation StrategiesManaging Your End Users and Suppliers: It’s All About RelationshipsProtests: Managing Options for Positive ResultsSelecting the Right Procurement MethodWhen Bad Things Happen to Bids: Strategies for Ensuring a Successful Public Construction ProjectWorld Class Procurement Practices< QUESTIONS ABOUT FACE-TO-FACE OFFERINGS? >For those looking for professional development opportunities, but find it extremely difficult to carve out large blocks of time away from the office, NIGP Foundation and Advanced courses are also available in online formats.These courses are university-style online courses requiring weekly online interactive sessions, small group activities and independent study. ONLINE NIGP courses are generally scheduled twice each year – once in the spring and again in the fall.  Maximum enrollment in each class is 25.�ONLINENIGP Courses: CPPB Prep (16 hours) CPPO Prep (16 hours) Contract Administration (24 hours – 10 weeks) Contracting for Public Sector Services (16 hours – 8 weeks) Developing & Managing RFPs (24 hours – 10 weeks) Fundamentals of Leadership & Management (16 hours – 8 weeks) Legal Aspects of Public Procurement  (24 hours – 10 weeks) Risk Management in Public Contracting (16 hours – 8 weeks) Strategic Procurement Planning in the Public Sector (24 hours – 10 weeks)NIGP also offers 11 independent learning courses you can take as your schedule permits.Certificate in Business CommunicationsCertificate in Finance EssentialsCertificate in Innovation and Critical ThinkingCertificate in LeadershipEffective Business WritingEffective NegotiationsLeading and Managing ChangePMP1 – Introduction to Project Management (5th ed.)PMP10 – Project Procurement Management (5th ed.)Understanding and Managing BudgetOnline CPPB AssessmentOnline CPPO AssessmentOnline Certification Prep Flashcards (not a course; study aids)WEBINARSNIGP offers at least 18 complimentary (to members) Webinars each year attracting 2,000+ students. Webinars are 90 minutes: 60-70 minutes of presentation; 20-30 minutes of Q&A.  One contact hour. Look for “Take A Webinar” in the Grow Professionally section of the NIGP website.Annual Forum950+ public procurement professionals. 200 exhibitors.  60+ unique workshop and networking sessions over 3-1/2 days.  Professional speakers daily.Locations: 2016:  August 21-24 – National Harbor, MD (couple miles south of Washington, DC)  2017:  August 27-30 – Salt Lake City, UT 2018:  August 19-22 – Nashville, TN (Gaylord) 2019:  August 25-28 – Austin, TX 2020:  August 23-26 – Chicago, IL<  QUESTIONS ABOUT ANY OF THE NIGP EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS?  >UPPCC – Universal Public Procurement Certification CouncilContrary to what many may think, NIGP does not offer a professional certification.  While the Institute offers the professional development training that supports certification, the actual Certified Professional Public Buyer (CPPB) and Certified Public Procurement Officer (CPPO) designations are awarded by the UPPCC.The UPPCC was co-founded in 1978 by NIGP and NASPO, the National Association of State Procurement Officers, to more effectively promote and ensure professionalism in public sector procurement.  The Council undertakes the ongoing research relating to certification of procurement professionals to support appropriate assessment of candidates for certification.<  QUESTIONS ABOUT UPPCC?  >
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• Relationships with Academia
– NIGP Academic Symposium
– Partnership with Norwich University
– Research grants
– IPPC – International Public Procurement Conference

– IRSPP – International Research Study of Public Procurement

DEVELOPING the Profession

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NIGP Academic SymposiumThe Academic Symposium is an NIGP-hosted, by-invitation annual meeting of public procurement-interested academicians and practitioners.  The purpose of the symposium hopes to evolve over time, but was established in 2015 for the purpose of creating a standard public procurement curriculum in higher education that would be adopted and promoted by the symposium attendees/champions.  Each symposium has moved us closer to that goal and in 2017 a task force was formed to develop the draft ‘common curriculum’ that would be moved forward for review by the symposium members and further public comment in mid-2018.Partnership with Norwich UniversityRESEARCH GRANT PROGRAMNIGP supports academic research on topics of interest to the profession through a grant funding program.  Academics are invited to submit research proposals on topics identified by NIGP or that they put forward.  The program is managed through NIGP’s Knowledge Management department.  Multiple small grants are awarded and total up to $20,000 (per the FY16 budget).  Laura Shelters is the point of contact. lshelters@nigp.org.Pre-dating the grant program, NIGP established and maintains relationships with many public procurement focused academics affiliated with universities across the United States and internationally.  The grant funding program is just one way the Institute supports the academic community.  NIGP also provides financial support to the following scholarly programs:The International Public Procurement Conference is held every other year and is a conference of presentations based on case-study papers developed by academia.  Anyone with an interest in the various topics offered is welcome to attend.  The first conference was held in 2004 in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida, then moved around the globe to such cities as Rome, Amsterdam, Seoul, and Seattle. The most recent conference was held in Arusha, Tanzania, August 8-10, 2017.   www.ippc8.comAbout IRSPPThe International Research Study of Public Procurement (IRSPP) is a multi-national research study of Public Procurement practices and policies which develops international comparative procurement benchmarks and enhances the body of knowledge in government procurement.�IRSPP is a prestigious group of eminent procurement executives and researchers from centers of excellence in procurement around the world who are endeavoring to develop the procurement body of knowledge and the procurement profession.�IRSPP is not a conference; it is an intensive workshop with a carefully selected number of senior practitioners in public procurement. Every two years we assemble senior practitioners (CPO, head of department) from countries and international organizations to exchange ideas and visions by senior practitioners.The most recent IRSPP workshop was held September 25-27, 2017, in Milan, Italy.<  QUESTIONS ABOUT NIGP’s ACADEMIC RESEARCH RELATIONSHIPS?  >



• Accreditation
• Advocacy
• Contract training
• Cooperative Procurement

– “NAC” accreditation
– ProcureSource

• NIGP Code

• NIGP Consulting
• NIGP Observatory
• Position papers
• Public Procurement Profiler 
• Research reports
• White papers
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DEVELOPING Agencies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACCREDITATIONAgency accreditation is similar to individual certification in that it reflects an agency’s demonstrated level of achievement across multiple performance categories.  Accreditation can have a significant impact on agency credibility, recognition and support stronger bond ratings. NIGP offers two levels of accreditation: the Outstanding Agency Accreditation Achievement Award or “OA4” and the Pareto Award of Excellence. OA4 recognizes demonstrated implementation of best practices across 13 procurement operations categories.  132 specific questions form the agency self-assessment tool used to identify OA4-caliber organizations.  Agencies must demonstrate that they meet a minimum 100 of the 132 actions addressed in the self-assessment to be awarded the OA4 accreditation.  The award is granted for a three-year period.  The OA4 application and assessment audit fee is $385 for NIGP national member agencies.  The non-member agency fee is $595.�  The Pareto Award is the highest accreditation that can be bestowed on an agency for its outstanding achievements in public procurement.  The Pareto Award combines the rigor of process similar to an ISO certification with the Malcolm Baldridge National Quality Award or the Deming Prize for Quality.�  Pareto is difficult to achieve as it requires successfully completing a 3-phase process.  Successfully earning the OA4 is the first phase.  In fact, all Pareto candidates must have a current OA4 accreditation and complete all phases of the Pareto Accreditation process before the expiration of their OA4 award period. The complete process is scheduled to take 8-12 twelve weeks to complete, thus we don’t consider applications filed within 6 months of the OA4 expiration date.�   Building on the OA4 process, agencies must provide written responses to sixty questions across 6 categories (Leadership, Strategic Planning, Customer Focus, Process Management, Technology and Information Management, Performance Review). �  An evaluation committee reviews the agency’s responses to Phase I and Phase 2, and will notify the agency if successful so that it may prepare for the Phase 3, the onsite Peer Review. The purpose of the onsite review is look for organizational attributes not identified in the first two phases and validate information submitted.  Peer Reviewers will meet with organization leadership, stakeholders and internal and external customers.  An agenda and review procedures will be shared with the agency rep assigned to the Pareto process to ensure an efficient on-site experience for everyone. The intent of the on-site review can be quickly summed up as “clarify, verify, interview and examine.”  Typical time onsite is 2-3 days depending on the size of the organization and the services provided by its procurement division. Total cost of Pareto accreditation is approximately $15,000, though can be more or less depending on travel-related expenses and actual time onsite.  Why would an agency undertake the Pareto Accreditation process?  Taking a step back, consider what any accreditation process provides an organization.  What is the value to an organization of aligning with Six Sigma or ISO accreditation requirements?  Ultimately, the value of aligning with any industry standard is that it helps organizations optimize their abilities to perform across all functions.  Recognition of successful alignment to a standard should not be mistaken for the purpose or greatest value that comes from achieving that successful alignment.  “The trophy” is just the cherry on top of the sundae!     Consider the normality with which organizations rely on outside consultants to assess one or more aspects of performance and offer recommended corrections to existing practice.  The expense associated with such initiatives is about investing in the long term success of the organization.  What are consultants doing in the assessment and gap analysis phase but observing status quo and applying those observations against an ideal or “standard”?  So whether or not such a consultation results in a trophy at the end of the process, the value of the engagement is in the organization’s opportunity to adjust its structures and practices as close as it can to the ideal and realize the benefits that comes from doing so.   In this context, Pareto Accreditation is much like the earlier referenced standards in that it defines an optimal standard of practice that all public procurement organizations can strive to align with and achieve.  Considering what many consultant-based organizational improvement efforts frequently cost, the fees associated with the Pareto process are substantially lower.     �ADVOCACYAs the occasion presents itself, legislation or political opinion may arise that NIGP believes may prove beneficial or detrimental to the public profession or its practitioners.  In such cases, NIGP will take a position on the issue and share that position in the form of a formal NIGP Board resolution or take action – independently or in concert with our like-interested associations – to lobby the necessary legislative body.��One example of such importance goes back a few years when NIGP actively spoke out against a modification to the federal tax code mandating local authorities with $100M or more in contracting volume to withhold 3% ‘tax’ from supplier payments.  The included letter writing campaigns to elected federal representatives and administration officials undertaken by NIGP independently and in concert with other professional and industry bodies sharing similar concerns.  Keep in mind that as a 501(c)3 non-profit organization, NIGP is limited in the scope and focus it can direct toward advocacy issues.  However, the Institute does have an interest in pursuing those important issues that may arise and will continue to do so so long as it will not jeopardize its tax-exempt status as 501(c)3.  (NOTE:  501(c)6 classified organizations are a protected category of lobbying organization that enjoy tax-exempt status, though differ in those protections from 501(c)3 org’s.)Since August 2010, the Institute has published eight position papers the express NIGP’s formal view on issues such as local preference, the strategic value of procurement, and transparency.  The papers can be downloaded from the NIGP website at nigp.org/ Resources Center / Publications / NIGP Position Papers.��Members who enjoy writing and have a desire to promote or advocate on behalf of a legislative issue or other procurement-related issue are encouraged to volunteer to serve on the NIGP Legislative & Position Committee.  CONTRACT TRAININGNIGP courses are available on a contract basis to agencies desiring to include all or some of the NIGP curriculum into their professional development program.  Belinda Sites is the NIGP staff member to contact for all the details.  800-736-8900 x231.COOPERATIVE PROCUREMENTNIGP announced is “NIGP Accredited Cooperative” program in mid-May 2015.  The program 148 criteria were identified by a body of procurement practitioners from diverse agency types in the U.S. and Canada, all of whom are certified and were required to sign a non-conflict of interest statement with regard to affiliation with any cooperative program.  The criteria are distributed across three domains of focus: Cooperative Program Management; Procurement Agency Management (which may also be the cooperative program management); and Contracting Management (includes all activities associated with establishing, awarding, and managing the contract).The accreditation process is dependent upon review of programs and 20% of their contracts by two NIGP Consultants.  In each of the three domain areas, all mandatory criteria must be met and a 90% or better score achieved for all scored criteria in each domain.  This is a rigorous standard that must be met.Practitioners are strongly encouraged to become familiar with the Accreditation’s criteria and establish whether the NAC’s criteria sufficiently meet their own agency’s requirements for contract piggybacking.  Though there was an initial opportunity for cooperative programs to indicate their interest in pursuit of accreditation immediately after program launch in May, we hope to see the first accredited programs announced following the fall 2015 assessment period.  That announcement will likely be made in early January 2016.  (Similar to how the UPPCC offers CPPO and CPPB certification examinations twice each year, the NAC program conducts its cooperative program assessments twice each year as well – during the April-May and October-November periods.)ProcureSourceProcureSource.com is a resource for comparing cooperative contracts offered through 12 national, regional and state programs.  Launched in January 2014, this is a powerful resource for the procurement community that can help agencies more readily identify cooperative contracts available and review related contracting documents.NIGP CODENIGP Code is a flexible commodity coding system for categorizing spend, tracking materials and inventory, and item numbering.  Available in 3-, 5- and 11-digit strings, the NIGP Code surpasses coding taxonomies like UNSPSC and NAICS for ongoing relevance, descriptive power and analytical use.  For existing users of UNSPSC or NAICS, crosswalks are available to translate your existing codes to NIGP Codes.  The NIGP Code is available on an annually licensed basis from Periscope Holdings.  The Code is used by over 1,000 public entities, a small number of large private sector companies (Grainger being a familiar name among those) and is sublicensed for use in e-procurement systems by almost two-dozen e-procurement technology providers.  Visit nigp.com.NIGP ConsultingThe NIGP Consulting program is managed on behalf of NIGP by Periscope Holdings.  Detailed information about our consulting services are available by contacting Jean Clark at jclark@nigp.com. Visit nigp.com.�Services include: Organization & Business Process  Contract Administration Policies & Procedures P-Card Program Energy Market AnalysisObservatory and MEASUREObservatory is a modular, cloud-based spend and supplier management solution with roots in a history of success delivering cash savings to more than 800 public sector bodies in the UK.  NIGP partnered with Spikes Cavell in 2009 to bring Observatory to the U.S. government marketplace.  By capturing and organizing the vast amounts of data generated by the back-end business functions into understandable, actionable reports, Observatory provides substantially enhanced spend & contract visibility; benchmarking capabilities – pricing and other performance metrics (e.g., supplier diversity and volume; sustainability); data transparency (accessibility, relevance and value of the data publicly shared); and sustainable procurement measurement.  Big name ERP solutions are notorious for not making it easy to turn business data into business intelligence.  Observatory’s reports are fabulously easy to review. Real world examples are visible at www.spotlightonspend.orgMEASURE is the component of the Observatory used to help procurement agencies quantify in a standardized manner the savings and value they bring their entities.  MEASURE is a full suite of reports, charts, graphs and tables to make reporting to stakeholder easy and understandable. MEASURE is available complimentary to NIGP member agencies – 1 Full Agency User License (to extract reports) and up to 9 Data Input Licenses.  You can register your agency on the NIGP website in the Consulting & Professional Services-NIGP Observatory-MEASURE section.WHITE PAPERSNIGP Position Papers now available:Best Value in Government ProcurementCooperative Procurement: Great Value (Great Confusion)Local Preference in Public ProcurementNegotiation.  Lost art or core competency?Outsourcing in Public SectorProcurement Authority in Public EntitiesThe Strategic Value of Public ProcurementTransparency in Government; Transparency in Government ProcurementPublic Procurement Profilers – Online agency assessment tools.The Profiler online assessment resources were developed by the CIPS-NIGP “Partnership for Public Procurement.”�Profiler – Essentials is a complimentary, 20-question assessment that provides a high-level assessment of your agency’s procurement behaviors.  You will receive a custom report that characterizes your agency’s procurement behavior as “structured” or “unstructured”.  In addition, the report will offer high-level guidance about the various risks your agency may be exposed to based on the answers provided.�The online agency resources are available now at www.globalpublicprocurement.org or from the NIGP website: Resource Center – Other Procurement Resources – Global Procurement Portal. RESEARCH REPORTSNIGP supports academic research through grant funding in support of unique areas of inquiry related to public procurement.  Most recently published papers available in the nigp.org Resource Center (Publications / NIGP Reports) are:Guide to Public Private Partnerships (P3s) and The Value of Certification.Another report that NIGP co-funded with its peers on the National Council for Public Procurement and Contracting (NCPPC) is the academic research report on Standardized Job Descriptions for the [Public Procurement] Profession.  The Model Descriptions are available on nigp.org / Professional Development / Careers / Model Job Descriptions.  The full report can be downloaded from www.goncppc.org / Library.Plus:The 2012 Benchmark Study Report This bi-annual report is available free to NIGP members to help them benchmark their performance across 10 categories:  Demographics; Revenue and Expenditure; Purchasing Organizational Structure; Procurement Spend; Cooperative Purchasing; Thresholds; Workload Indicators; Average Cycle-Times; and e-Procurement. Available for download from the NIGP Website. Search “benchmark” in the Resource Library search field.�2011 NIGP Compensation Survey ReportThis bi-annual report is free to NIGP members.  The Compensation Survey Report provides data useful for both agencies and individuals.  Agencies can compare their compensation practices against other agencies relative to entity type, geographic region and procurement volume. Individuals can compare position compensation across agency/jurisdiction type, education level, field of education, number of certifications held, gender, and race/ethnicity. Compensation and position descriptions for 17 procurement-related titles are provided in this report.  Available for download from the NIGP Website. Search “compensation” in the Resource Library search field.WHITE PAPERSThree white papers have been authored by the NIGP Business Council to provide feedback and insight on public procurement practices and relationships with the supplier community.  These papers have been presented at the NIGP Forum and some 2-dozen chapter conferences since first offered in 2013.  Chapters can request Business Council presentations on these papers by contacting Belinda Sites, Director of Business Development, bsites@nigp.org or 800-736-8900 x231.Papers available on nigp.org / Resource Center / Publications / NIGP White Papers:“We ‘No Bid,’ And I’ll Tell You Why”Everybody Wins: Crafting a Solicitation that Fosters Transparency, Best Value and Collaborative RelationshipsHealth Agency-Supplier Relationships



• NIGP Procurement Resources
– NIGP Dictionary 
– Resource Library
– Sourcing tools
– Management tools
– Contact-an-expert
– Nsite member networks
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‒ Publications
– Nform e-newsletter (twice monthly)
– Government Procurement magazine 

(bi-monthly)

SUPPORTING Individuals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NIGP offers a number of member resources to support day-to-day, on-the-job responsibilities, as well as assistance to help meet your individual professional development goals.NIGP DICTIONARYNIGP’s Dictionary of Public Procurement Terms is available online and in hard copy form.  Over 3,000 terms are defined.NIGP PROCUREMENT RESOURCESResource Library #1 most frequently accessed member resource 13,000+ documents 9,300 solicitations 3,300 templates Research/Scholarly Papers Published articlesWith the launch of the new NIGP website on December 3, 2015, the NIGP Library now provides members the capacity to upload documents directly to the library AND to rate the documents they view.  Through the contributions of the member community, the library will be improved – through contributions of current and unique documents, and identifying the documents that represent “good” and “not-so-good” examples. The quality of search results is influenced by document ratings, so the more participation in rating documents will help the cream rise to the top and the less good become evident for removal from the library.SOURCING TOOLSProPurchaser - commodity price indexes provide visibility into material costs that influence product pricingCooperative Procurement - Links to 17 cooperative procurement programsProcureSource - www.procuresource.com launched in January 2014 allows comparison of cooperative contracts from 10 programsNIGP SourceBook - Directory of 2,000+ suppliers across 11 distinct product and service categoriesMANAGEMENT TOOLSNIGP Code - The definitive taxonomy for cataloging products and services procurement by your agency; a basic component of spend analysis/management practices.  NIGP Code is available in 3-, 5- and 11-digit structures.  NIGP Code is managed on behalf of NIGP by Periscope, Inc.  Visit www.nigp.com.NIGP Consulting - NIGP consultants provide professional support services related to benchmarking, performance evaluation, management reporting and forecasting, project management, enabling legislation and policy review - and more.  The NIGP Consulting program is managed on behalf of NIGP by Periscope, Inc. Visit www.nigp.com.Profiler - Self-assessment tools providing insight into your agency’s approach to procurement.  Two assessments are available.  Profiler-Essentials identifies your agency as either “structured” or “unstructured” in its general approach.  Profiler-Self Assessment is a more in-depth assessment that identifies your agency’s practices across a maturity continuum - Ad hoc, Process, Policy, Tactical, Strategic, ProfessionalCONTACT-AN-EXPERT"Contact an Expert“ is an NIGP member service that makes it easy to contact public procurement professionals who are experts across a variety of more than 40 subjects. From the NIGP Website, go to the “Communities / Contact An Expert” and search for experts by topic and location (optional).  You’ll find members who’ve offered to share their experience with others and provide peer support to help make each other’s lives a little easier.Nsite member networksExpanding on Contact-An-Expert, as an NIGP member you can access the complete directory of NIGP members if you’re looking to connect or re-connect with any of the 15,000+ NIGP members.  If there’s a question or comment you’d like to pose to your colleagues, NIGP’s “PurchIssues” discussion list is a great way to get feedback from your peers on any procurement-related topic.  More focused discussion lists are also in place for those wishing to connect with others in:�Chapter leadershipDiversityForumGreen/Sustainable ProcurementHigher EducationK-12LegislativeEmergency ManagementTechnology & TechSpecsMembers must create a profile specifically in NIGP’s “Nsite” communities to post messages and receive postings from other members.  Click on the Communities tab from the NIGP home page to access Nsite and those discussion topics of greatest interest.PublicationsNIGP’s Nform is a member-only electronic newsletter featuring 8-10 procurement-related news items culled from news outlets across North America.  It also typically includes 3 NIGP-specific  announcements and notices for deadline sensitive events. NIGP staff has received many positive comments about the consistent relevance and interest of the stories highlighted in Nform.  If a member is not receiving Nform, they may want to check their spam filter and/or check their NIGP member profile online to confirm that they’re not currently “Opted out” from receiving the newswletter. An e-mail to publications@nigp.org or customercare@nigp.org requesting they be added to the distribution list always works as well.�Government Procurement magazine is NIGP’s official print publication published in partnership with Penton Media.  Government Procurement is a bi-monthly publication distributed to 28,000 government procurement-related professionals.  The publication is provided complimentary to members of the public procurement community.  Government Procurement features articles and editorials on current issues or trends relevant to public procurement professionals.  Story ideas, articles and essays are welcome and invited.  They can be submitted to NIGP at publications@nigp.org.
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• Research reports
– 2017 Public Procurement Benchmark
– 2016 Public Procurement Compensation
– 2015 A Guide to P3s
– 2015 Value of Certification
– 2013 Characteristics and Contract Type
– 2012 Public Procurement Benchmark
– 2012 CPO-CIO Relationships
– 2012 Sustainable Public Procurement
– 2012 Public Procurement Compensation

• Position papers
– Best Value in Government Procurement
– Cooperative Procurement: Great Value (Great 

Confusion)
– Local Preference
– Maintaining Public Procurement Principles
– Negotiation
– Outsourcing
– Procurement Authority
– Strategic Value of Procurement
– Transparency

SUPPORTING Individuals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RESEARCH REPORTSNIGP, together with the PPRC (Public Procurement Research Centers), supports many public procurement-related research initiatives each year.  2015 A Guide to Public-Private Partnerships – A comprehensive overview of P3s to help practitioner gain an understanding and realistic expectations of the potential value and risks associated with the practice.2015 The Value of Procurement Certification This report presents the findings of research undertaken to gain insight into how North American public procurement officials perceive the value of professional certification in public procurement and contract management (PPCM). The results indicate that most of the PPCM practitioners believe professional certification is beneficial for both PPCM officials and their employers. This report also presents findings related to why some PPCM officials do not seek professional certification; why public entities do or do not require or consider certification; how managers who are themselves PPCM officials compare the performance of PPCM employees who are certified with the performance of PPCM employees who are not certified; and the extent to which organizations that employ PPCM officials provide support and incentives to promote and recognize certification. 2013 Characteristics and Contract Type - Reports on measures of procurement complexity that influence contracting risks and   contract type. 2012 Procurement Benchmark - This bi-annual report provides comparative data about agency operating practices and process. 2012 CPO-CIO Relationships - This report provides the findings of recent research that evaluated some challenges and�   opportunities in relationships between CPOs and CIOs. 2012 Sustainable Public Procurement - Reports on the adoption of practices sensitive to issues of environmental and social�   sustainability. 2012 Compensation - The two-fold purpose of this research is to offer a snap shot of the compensation levels across several dimensions and to provide practice-driven and useful compensation benchmarks.  NOTE that additional compensation-related information can be obtained from the U.S. Bureau of Labor and Statistics – www.bls.gov.POSITION PAPERSNIGP’s Legislative and Position author papers that reflect NIGP’s official position on topics that are fundamental to public procurement’s professional ethos and practice.  The seven papers noted above are currently available (as of 12/2015).  The committee’s goal is to publish 1-2 papers each year.  Topic suggests are welcome!  Forward to the committee’s staff liaison, Brent Maas, bmaas@nigp.org.
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– NIGP Job Board
– Scholarships
– Member networks

– “Nsite”
– Chapters
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Certification PreparationProfessional certification is a great way to position yourself for professional success, and is often a requirement for management and/or senior procurement leadership roles.  To help you prepare for certification exams, NIGP has developed terminology flashcards,  an online self-assessment to help you identify the knowledge areas you may need to focus on, and study guides that individuals and groups can use to pace their preparation activities.  Look for these resources in the Professional Development section of the NIGP website.NIGP Job BoardNIGP offers member agencies complimentary posting of job opportunities on the Job Board, which members can access and review.  Non-member agencies may also post opportunities for $75.  Volume of posting varies, but there are typically 20 or more opportunities posted on NIGP’s Job Board.ScholarshipsThe Lewis E. Spangler (LES) Scholarship Program supports the educational efforts of current and future public procurement practitioners.  Academic scholarships are available for students enrolled in an accredited college program leading to a degree in a procurement-related discipline.  Professional development scholarships are available to NIGP national and chapter members in support of their continuing formal education and/or profession training in public procurement. Applications are reviewed quarterly. The LES Scholarship Program will award a maximum of $10,000 per calendar year; $2,500 total across all scholarship types each quarter.  Application criteria and submittal information are available from the NIGP website in the Professional Development-Scholarships section.Nsite & Chapters - Member networksDon’t forget that there is a vast network of procurement professionals who can share their observations and advice about what it takes to get ahead or new opportunities that may be available to you.LOCAL CHAPTERSNIGP’s 73 chapters provide local networking and educational support to NIGP members. Most chapters host annual conferences combining education and the opportunity to meet with suppliers in either a traditional- or reverse tradeshow.  Each chapter offers the courses they feel will best meet the needs of their local procurement professionals, so each chapter’s course calendar will be unique.  Courses are not restricted to local practitioners, so if a course is not being offered by one chapter it is quite possibly being offered by another.  Checking the “Currently Scheduled Courses” on the NIGP website (Professional Development section) is a good way to get a global view of the NIGP courses currently scheduled by our chapters.  It’s also a good idea to check the particular chapter’s website for currently scheduled meeting, workshop and/or seminar topics that may be planned PublicationsNIGP’s Sector Spotlight is a member-only electronic newsletter featuring 8-10 procurement-related news items culled from news outlets across North America.  It also typically includes 3 NIGP-specific  announcements and notices for deadline sensitive events. Sector Spotlight goes out monthly, the first Wednesday of each month. NIGP staff has received many positive comments about the consistent relevance and interest of the stories highlighted in Sector Spotlight.  If a member is not receiving Sector Spotlight, they may want to check their spam filter and/or check their NIGP member profile online to confirm that they’re not currently “Opted out” from receiving BuyWeekly – Sector Spotlight. An e-mail to publications@nigp.org or customercare@nigp.org requesting they be added to the distribution list always works as well.�NIGP’s BuyWeekly electronic newsletter is distributed to 28,000 NIGP members and non-members in the public procurement and supplier communities.  BuyWeekly features brief articles highlighting important procurement issues; new NIGP programs and services; upcoming educational events; membership news; and periodic announcements from NIGP Partners and the supplier community.  BuyWeekly is distributed the 3rd Wednesday of each.  If members or non-members believe they should be receiving the BuyWeekly, they may want to check their spam filter and/or check their NIGP member profile online to confirm that they’re not currently “Opted out” from receiving BuyWeekly.  An e-mail to publications@nigp.org or customercare@nigp.org requesting they be added to the distribution list always works as well.�Government Procurement magazine is NIGP’s official print publication published in partnership with Penton Media.  GovPro is a bi-monthly publication distributed to 28,000 government procurement-related professionals.  The publication is provided complimentary to members of the public procurement community.  Back issues of GovPro since 2009 are posted on the NIGP website in the Resource Library.  GovPro features articles and editorials on current issues or trends public procurement professionals may be experiencing.  Story ideas, articles and essays are welcome and invited.  They can be submitted to NIGP at publications@nigp.org.
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• Values, Guiding Principles and Standards 
of Practice for Public Procurement
– Global initiative
– 24 Practices

• Advocacy
• Relationships with collegial associations

PROMOTING the Profession

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Values, Guiding Principles and Standards of Practice for Public ProcurementOn October 16, 2009, the NIGP Board launched the initiative to define and formalize the values, guiding principles and practices for the public procurement profession.  The development of values and guiding principles would serve as a foundation for defining standards of practice for public procurement was one of those two efforts.  Almost exactly one year later on October 23, 2010, the Board adopted the Values and Guiding Principles for Public Procurement.< CAN ANYONE NAME THE SIX VALUES? >Accountability – Ethics – Impartiality – Professionalism – Service – TransparencyStandards PracticesBuilding on the successful development of the Values and Guiding Principles, the process of identifying and defining Standards of Practice is well under way.  To date, Practices have been formalized and are available for download from the NIGP Resource Library:� Developing Evaluation CriteriaDeveloping A Procurement Policy ManualDistinguishing Between Scope of Work & Statement of WorkEthical ProcurementEvaluation ProcessInformation Technology ProcurementLease-Purchase DecisionOutsourcingPerformance Based ContractingPerformance ManagementPerformance MeasurementPerformance MetricsProtestsPublic-Private Partnerships (P3s)Qualifications Based Selection for Architectural & Engineering ServicesRisk ManagementSpecificationsSpend AnalysisStrategic Procurement PlanningSupplier Relationship ManagementSustainable Procurement PracticeTechnology in Public ProcurementTransparencyUse of Cooperative ContractsWe invite and welcome your topic suggestions for new Practices topics.  To suggest a topic or review/comment on Practices during development, just send an e-mail to principlesandpractices@nigp.org.AN IMPORTANT NOTE ABOUT the Values, Guiding Principles and Standards of Practice.  These are not NIGP’s values, guiding principles and standards of practice.  NIGP has taken a leadership role to facilitate their development with the input of all stakeholders with an interest in the professionalization of public procurement.  Stakeholders include individual practitioners, agency leaders, collegial associations (like ABA and NACo), the supplier community, and the general public.  The NIGP Board identified the importance of a reference-able body of guiding principles and standards and allocated NIGP resources to undertake this tremendous effort for the good of the profession.  The Institute does not realize financial benefit from this undertaking.  This is the collective power of NIGP membership coming together for the collective good of the profession they represent.ADVOCACYOn occasion, legislation or political opinion may arise that NIGP believes may prove beneficial or detrimental to the public profession or its practitioners.  In such cases, NIGP will take a position on the issue and share that position in the form of a formal NIGP Board resolution or take action – independently or in concert with our like-interested associations – to lobby the necessary legislative body.��Recent issues NIGP has actively taken include the modification to the federal tax code mandating local authorities with $100M or more in contracting volume to withhold 3% ‘tax’ from supplier payments; sustainable procurement practices; transparency in public procurement; and local preference.��Members with a desire to promote or advocate on behalf of a legislative issue or other procurement-related issue are encourage to volunteer to serve on the NIGP Legislative & Position Committee.   Let NIGP know with a quick e-mail to talent@nigp.org.Relationship with collegial associationsWhile NIGP enjoys the status of the largest public procurement professional association, we recognize that achieving our vision “...a world in which public procurement practitioners are highly regarded members of a respected professional order” cannot be done single-handedly and without the engagement of many like-minded organizations.  In that spirit, NIGP joined together with 6 other charter public sector-oriented procurement associations in 2006 to form the National Council for Public Procurement and Contracting.  The Council’s member associations are: �· The California Association of Public Purchasing Officers (CAPPO) �· The Florida Association of Public Purchasing Officers (FAPPO) �· The National Association of Educational Procurement, Inc. (NAEP) �· The National Association of State Procurement Officials (NASPO) �· The National Contract Management Association (NCMA) �· The National Institute of Governmental Purchasing (NIGP) �· The National Purchasing Institute (NPI) �· The Canadian Public Procurement Council (CPPC)/Conseil canadien des marches publics (CMMP) �The Council acknowledges that there may be competition for market “attention” at times between the individual associations, but our common interests in furthering the aspirations of the public procurement profession make coming together in a collaborative spirit a strengthening endeavor.In addition, to embracing those associations with whom we share common cause, NIGP also seeks out strong relationships with the associations representing those who influence or interact with public procurement. Building awareness of the value of public procurement among these audiences will improve opportunities for public procurement professionals to maximize the positive impact they can have in their communities. To this end, NIGP maintains good relationships with NACO (National Association of Counties); NLC (National League of Cities); U.S. Conference of Mayors; ASBO (Association of School Business Officials); ABA (American Bar Association – Section on Public Procurement Law).It is NIGP operating philosophy to practice in an open, inclusive manner that promotes collective success for public procurement ahead of any one association or corporate entity.
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